Imaging Lesions of the Cavernous Sinus
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The cavernous sinus (CS) contains vital neurovascular structures that may be affected by vascular, neoplastic, infective, and infiltrative lesions arising in the CS proper or via extension from adjacent intra- and extracranial regions. Patients with CS syndrome usually present with paresis of 1 or more cranial nerves (III–VI), which may be associated with painful ophthalmoplegia. The clinician needs to know the type of CS lesion, its relationship to crucial neurovascular structures, and its extension into the surrounding tissues. These findings are essential for deciding therapeutic modalities such as microsurgery, radiation therapy, or medical treatment as well as for appropriate planning of surgery or radiation therapy.1,4 Because the MR imaging features of many of these lesions overlap and are often nonspecific, we will emphasize those features that allow one to formulate a reasonable differential diagnosis.

**Imaging Protocol and Anatomy**

MR imaging of the CS should include routine T2, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), and precontrast T1-weighted images of the entire brain. Postcontrast T1-weighted ≤3-mm-thick images should be obtained in the axial and coronal planes with at least 1 plane imaged with a fat-saturation technique. Thin-section postcontrast axial images may be acquired by 3D spoiled gradient techniques. We generally image from the orbital apex through the prepontine cistern. Thin-section 3D heavily T2-weighted images (such as constructive interference in steady state or fast imaging employing steady-state acquisition) may allow visualization of individual cranial nerves in the CS and adjacent cisterns. CT is best performed by using a multidetector scanner after intravenous administration of iodinated contrast medium. Acquisitions in axial or coronal planes by using <1-mm-thick sections may be obtained and then reformatted in other planes.2-7

The CS is composed of 2 layers of dura that split to form a septate venous channel. Each dural wall contains an outer layer apposed to bone and an inner layer in contact with blood or CSF. The CS extends from the orbital apex and superior orbital fissure anteriorly to the Meckel cave and farther posteriorly to the dura and the pores that allow nerves to enter it. Its transverse diameter is 5–7 mm, its vertical diameter is 5–8 mm, and its anteroposterior diameter is 10–15 mm. The CS is composed of a network of small venous channels that may arbitrarily be divided into different compartments. The main venous influx into the CS is the superior and inferior ophthalmic veins, pterygoid plexus, and Sylvian vein. The outflow of the CS occurs via the superior and inferior petrosal sinuses. The internal carotid artery (ICA) is the most medial structure inside the CS and is contained in the so-called carotid trigone. Cranial nerves III and IV and the first and second divisions of the cranial nerve V (from superior to inferior) are located in the lateral dural wall of the CS (called the oculomotor trigone). Cranial nerve V courses in the central part of the CS inferolateral to the ICA. Inside, the CS is a multiseptate space, which shows intense contrast enhancement of the slower flowing venous blood. The ICA appears as a signal-intensity void structure.3-7 Occasionally, the CS may contain fatty deposits that are normal (Fig 1). These fatty zones may be more prominent in obese patients or those with Cushing syndrome or receiving exogenous steroid therapy.

**Neoplastic Lesions**

### Schwannoma

A trigeminal nerve schwannoma commonly involves the CS and, in 50% of instances, has a typical dumbbell-shape with bulky tumor in the Meckel cave and the prepontine cistern with a waist at the porous trigeminus. Conversely, it may be found only involving the Meckel cave (Fig 2). It may be solid or have variable cystic or hemorrhagic components with occasional fluid levels. Small tumors tend to be homogeneous, whereas large ones are frequently heterogeneous in appearance. Schwannomas are isointense-to-hypointense masses on T1 images, mostly T2 hyperintense, and show contrast enhancement. A clue to the diagnosis is that they follow the expected course of the nerves from which they arise. Schwannomas may arise from other cranial nerves in the CS, particularly cranial nerve III. Multiple CS schwannomas and bilateral acoustic ones are seen in patients with neurofibromatosis type 2.8-13

### Plexiform Neurofibroma

Plexiform neurofibromas most commonly involve the trigeminal nerve, especially its first and second branches. A suggestive imaging feature is a tortuous or fusiform enlargement of the nerves that exhibit heterogeneous signal intensity. Unlike
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Schwannomas, neurofibromas are less likely to extend to the Meckel cave. They are seen in 30% of patients with neurofibromatosis type 1 but are extremely rare outside this disease.9,14

Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumor
Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor is a high-grade sarcoma that may infiltrate the CS. Large tumor size (>5 cm), ill-defined infiltrative margins, rapid growth, tumor signal-intensity heterogeneity, and erosion of the skull base foramina out of proportion to tumor size suggest its underlying malignant nature (Fig 3).9,15 Its imaging findings are nonspecific, and the diagnosis is made by histology.

Cavernous Hemangioma
CS hemangioma is more commonly seen during the fifth decade of life in female patients. It is among the most common primary CS tumors along with schwannoma and meningioma. This tumor is formed by sinusoidal spaces with endothelial lining that contain slow-flowing or stagnant blood. A preoperative diagnosis is important because of its propensity to bleed at the time of resection. These tumors are nearly hyperintense on T1- and T2-weighted images and are attached to the outer wall of the CS, and their diagnosis may be suggested when they show progressive “filling in” after contrast administration. Other times, they show nonspecific intense homogeneous or heterogeneous contrast enhancement (Fig 4).16-19

Meningioma
Most CS meningiomas arise from the lateral dural wall, but sometimes they may be exclusively inside the CS. A meningioma is usually hypo- to isointense with respect to gray matter in all MR imaging sequences and enhances intensely (Fig 5A). A dural tail frequently can be seen extending away from the edge of the tumor and often into the ipsilateral tentorium. Meningiomas constrict the lumen of the ICA. Meningiomas may extend inside the CS and the Meckel cave and via the porous trigeminus into the prepontine cistern. They may have an appearance very similar to schwannomas (Fig 5B).20-22

Pituitary Adenoma
Pituitary adenomas may grow laterally and invade the CS. A sign of CS invasion is encasement of the intracavernous ICA by >30% of its diameter or tumor extension lateral to the top (12 o’clock) of the ICA. Interposition of abnormal soft tissue between the lateral wall of the CS and the ICA is a reliable indicator of CS invasion. Unlike meningiomas, pituitary adenomas generally do not narrow the ICA.23

Melanocytoma
Primary melanocytomas originate from the leptomeninges of the CS. The lesion is hyperintense with fine punctate areas of decreased signal intensity on T1-weighted images and of low signal intensity on T2-weighted images and shows no contrast
enhancement. It may be indistinguishable by imaging from primary meningeal melanoma, melanocytic schwannoma, and cavernous angioma.²⁴

**Chordoma**
Chordoma is a locally invasive midline primary clival tumor that may also originate slightly more laterally from the sphenoid-occipital synchondrosis and may extend into the CS. On T1-weighted images, it shows intermediate signal intensity with focal high-signal-intensity areas representing hemorrhage or high protein. The tumor is of relatively high signal intensity on T2-weighted images with hypointense areas representing residual fragments or sequestrations of bone. CT shows bone destruction and calcifications.²⁵,²⁶

**Chondrosarcoma**
Chondrosarcoma may originate from the petroclival synchondrosis and infiltrate the CS. CT shows a stippled and/or amorphous calcified matrix. On MR imaging, the tumor shows variable signal intensity on T1-weighted images and characteristic high T2 signal intensity. The areas of high T1 signal intensity may reflect hemorrhage or mucin. The heterogeneous T2 signal intensity may be due to fibrocartilaginous foci or areas of chondroid mineralization. Enhancement is moderate to marked and usually heterogeneous, though occasionally it is homogeneous (Fig 6).²⁶⁻²⁷

**Nasopharyngeal Carcinoma**
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma is the most common primary malignant extracranial neoplasm to invade the CS. Intracranial extension may occur directly via the skull base erosion or by perineural spread along branches of the trigeminal nerve (Fig 7). Tumor can extend through the petro-occipital synchondrosis and foramen lacerum into the inferior CS or via the carotid canal to gain access to the CS without destroying bone. Once the CS is invaded, bulky masses are present in the nasopharynx. The tumor is generally hypointense to isointense (relative to muscles) on T1-weighted images and T2 hypointense and shows moderate-to-intense contrast enhancement.²⁸⁻³⁰
Juvenile Angiofibroma
Juvenile angiofibroma is a highly vascular tumor that affects mostly adolescent boys. It can extend into the central skull base and to the anterior part of the CS through the foramen rotundum, vidian canal, or foramen lacerum. The tumor can invade the CS directly by erosion of the pterygoid bone. The characteristic signal-intensity voids on MR imaging, representing large vascular structures, are typical of this tumor (Fig 8).30-31

Sphenoid Sinus Carcinoma
Malignant tumors of the sphenoid sinus include squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma. They tend to destroy bone and directly spread to the CS. Sphenoid sinus carcinomas typically have low-to-intermediate T1 signal intensity and low T2 signal intensity and show contrast enhancement. They have nonspecific imaging findings except that their epicenter is generally in the expected location of the sphenoid sinus.32-34

Rhabdomyosarcoma
Rhabdomyosarcoma is a mesenchymal malignant tumor occurring most often in children. Involvement of the CS is common and is a grave prognostic sign. Destruction of the skull base with intracranial and CS involvement is present in advanced cases. The signal intensity of this tumor is isointense to surrounding muscles on T1-weighted images and T2 hyperintense. The mass shows enhancement that is more than that of the surrounding muscle.35

Metastases
Metastases to the CS can be hematogenous or perineural in nature. Distant tumors with hematogenous spread to the CS are generally renal, gastric, thyroid, lung, and breast cancers. MR imaging shows CS enlargement, outward bowing of its lateral wall, and replacement of the Meckel cave with soft tissue that homogeneously enhances (Fig 9). Perineural tumor spread is commonly seen along branches of cranial nerve V. Perineural spread is most commonly seen with adenoid cystic or squamous cell carcinoma but may also be seen with lymphoma, melanoma, basal cell carcinoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, neurogenic tumors, and juvenile angiofibroma. MR imaging features of perineural tumor spread include nerve enlargement and enhancement and foraminal enlargement and destruction (Fig 10).36-42

Lymphoma and Leukemia
As with metastases, lymphoma and leukemia reach the CS by direct extension from a primary lesion or from hematogenous spread. MR imaging may show infiltrative lesions of the skull base invading the CS without arterial narrowing. Lymphoma and leukemia may also appear as diffuse enlargement and enhancement of the CS similar to the appearance of metastases. Although they tend to be T2 hypointense, most have no specific MR imaging findings, but the diagnosis may be suggested
because of the clinical results. Nowadays, most patients with
known lymphoma/leukemia who have been treated will have
clinical evidence of relapse by the time MR imaging depicts the
new lesions.43-45

**Posttransplantation Lymphoproliferative Disorder**

Posttransplantation lymphoproliferative disorder is a compli-
cation of organ transplantation and chronic immunosuppres-
sion that varies from B-cell hyperplasia to non-Hodgkin lym-
phoma. It may present as cervical lymphadenopathy, focal
masses involving the Waldeyer ring, and, rarely, involvement
of the CS. These lymphoid proliferations are frequently iso-
to hypointense on T1- and T2-weighted images because of atten-
uated cellularity and being identical to lymphoma. The imag-
ing features are nonspecific, and the diagnosis is a clinical
one.46

**Epidermoid and Dermoid Cysts**

An epidermoid cyst may be of extracavernous origin and ex-
tend into the CS, originate in the lateral CS wall (interdural
cyst), or be a true intracavernous lesion. The mass is hypopin-
tense/isointense and T2 hyperintense. On FLAIR and high-
resolution T2-weighted images, it demonstrates a heteroge-
neous signal intensity. These cysts do not enhance. Epidermoid
cysts show restricted diffusion with higher signal
intensity than that of CSF on diffusion-weighted imaging
(Fig 11).47-49

A dermoid cyst of the CS is usually interdural and shows
smooth contours, a rounded shape, and medial displacement
of the ICA without significantly narrowing it. These lesions are
generally T1 hyperintense and T2 hypointense but at times
may show mixed signal intensity on T2-weighted MR
imaging.50

**Disorders of Histiocyte Proliferation**

Langerhans cell histiocytosis is a rare disorder that may in-
volve the skull base in pediatric patients. When it affects
the skull base, it can be broadly divided into 2 forms. The more
common form is confined to the petrous portion of the tem-
poral bone, whereas the less common form may arise any-
where in the skull base and extend into the middle cranial fossa
and CS.51-53

Rosai-Dorfman disease is an uncommon proliferative dis-
order of histiocytes of unknown etiology, which may infiltrate
the CS. It may begin in the cervical lymph nodes, but extran-
odal sites such as the nasal cavity, orbit, and parotid gland have
been reported. The disease typically manifests as dural-based
enhancing masses in the cerebral convexities, suprasellar re-

gerion, CSs, and petroclival regions.54-56

Erdheim-Chester disease is a rare non-Langerhans form of
histiocytosis that affects multiple organs. It may infiltrate
the hypothalamus, orbit, dura, and CS. It appears as dural mass
lesions in the parasellar region, falx, and tentorium. The le-

sions enhance intensely after contrast administration.57,58

**Inflammatory, Infectious, and Granulomatous Lesions**

**Tolosa-Hunt Syndrome**

Tolosa-Hunt syndrome is a term applied to a retro-orbital
pseudotumor extending to the CS. Its clinical triad includes
unilateral ophthalmoplegia, cranial nerve palsies, and a dra-

matic response to systemic corticosteroids. The process is usu-
ally unilateral but may be bilateral (5%). Histopathology
shows a low-grade nonspecific inflammatory process with
lymphocytes and plasma cells. MR imaging findings include
an enlarged CS containing abnormal soft tissues that are isoin-
tense to muscle on T1-weighted images and dark or bright on
T2-weighted images and display contrast enhancement with focal narrowing of the ICA (Fig. 12).59-61

**Inflammatory Myofibroblastic Tumor**
Inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor is a rare process that may affect the orbit and extend into the CS in 10% of patients. It is characterized by inflammatory cell infiltration and a variable fibrotic response. Typical MR imaging findings include focal enlargement of an extraocular muscle and a soft-tissue lesion replacing the orbital fat, which may extend into the CS. The lesions are iso- to hypointense on T2-weighted images, depending on their amount of fibrosis and cellularity, and show contrast enhancement. This tumor may be indistinguishable from idiopathic inflammatory pseudotumor by imaging (Fig 13).62,63

**Idiopathic Hypertrophic Pachymeningitis**
Idiopathic hypertrophic cranial pachymeningitis is a rare inflammatory disease with diffuse dural involvement that may extend to the CS. MR imaging shows enhancement and dural thickening, which may be extensive or more localized (Fig 14). When the falk and tentorium are involved, extension into the CS is relatively common. This disease may lead to CS thrombosis, white matter edema, and hydrocephalus due to venous hypertension.64

**Tuberculous Pachymeningitis**
Tuberculosis is, in some parts of the world, a relatively common cause of pachymeningitis that produces diffuse or focal extra-axial masses along the surfaces of the CS. The lesions enhance homogeneously and intensely and may be nodular. They are dark on T2-weighted images, and the presence of basal meningitis elsewhere may suggest the diagnosis. A sarcoid may be identical in appearance.65,66

**Fungal Infection**
Invasive aspergillosis may affect the sphenoid sinus in immunocompromised patients and may extend intracranially with invasion of the CS. This infection shows low signal intensity on both T1- and T2-weighted images, which is attributed to the presence of ferromagnetic elements and calcium in the fungal and mucous concretions. It exhibits intense inhomogeneous contrast enhancement (Fig 15).67-69 Rhinocerebral mucormycosis is often an acute fulminant opportunistic infection, which may affect the orbits and paranasal sinuses. MR imaging findings include enhancing soft-tissue masses in the orbital apex and CS, with thickening and lateral displacement of the medial rectus muscle and involvement of the neighboring ethmoid sinus.70,71 Extension into the CS may result in thrombosis and thickening of the ICA walls, with narrowing of its lumen. Actinomycosis is rare and may gain access to the CS via direct extension from the ear or sinuses or by hematogenous spread. Its MR imaging features are nonspecific.72,73 These
infections should always be considered in immunosuppressed patients who present with any type of paranasal sinus disease that extends beyond the bony walls of that sinus.

**Wegener Granulomatosis**

Wegener granulomatosis is a rare disorder of unknown etiology associated with necrotizing granulomas in the paranasal sinuses, nasal cavities, and/or orbits. CS involvement is rare. MR imaging shows meningeal thickening and enhancement that may extend to the CS. The CS shows low T2 signal intensity due to presence of fibrous tissues and intense and homogeneous contrast enhancement. In most patients, the diagnosis has been established before any imaging studies are obtained.

**Sarcoidosis**

Dural involvement can occur with sarcoidosis and extend to the CS. The presence of multiple dural-based lesions, pachymeningitis or leptomeningeal enhancement, thickened cranial nerves, thickened hypothalamus, multiple scattered brain lesions, and periventricular multifocal white matter lesions should raise the possibility of the diagnosis of sarcoidosis. The appearance of the lesions is nonspecific, but they tend to be dark on T2-weighted images and may be accompanied by neighboring cerebral edema.

**Vascular Lesions**

**Carotid Cavernous Fistula**

Carotid cavernous fistula (CCF) is an abnormal connection between the carotid arterial system and the CS, which may be classified into 4 types. Direct CCF (type A) is a high-flow communication between the ICA and the CS that occurs after trauma or secondary to a ruptured aneurysm of the cavernous ICA. These lesions present acutely with pulsating exophthalmos, chemosis, and CS syndrome. Dural CCFs (types B–D) are low-flow fistulas occurring between meningeal branches of the carotid artery and CS, which tend to have milder symptoms than direct fistulas. MR imaging findings of CCFs include a dilated CS with multiple signal-intensity void structures that are associated with proptosis and an enlarged superior ophthalmic vein. On gradient-echo images, these flow voids shows high signal intensity. The presence of flow-related enhancement in the CS on MR angiography suggests the diagnosis in the right clinical setting. Other supporting findings are a “dirty” appearance of the retro-orbital fat and enlargement of the extraocular muscles. Due to the presence of intracavernous communications, very high-flow fistulas may result in enlargement of both CSs (Fig 16).

**Aneurysms**

Cavernous carotid aneurysms compose 5% of giant aneurysms (>2.5 cm in diameter). They may produce CS syndrome by virtue of mass effect, inflammation, or rupture into the CS, with subsequent development of a CCF. Most are idiopathic, but they may occasionally be traumatic or mycotic in nature. A patent aneurysm shows signal-intensity void on spin-echo MR imaging sequences. Partially thrombosed giant aneurysms show mixed signal intensities representing various stages of clot in their walls (due to chronic dissections) or within their lumen. Flowing blood through the patent portion of the lumen appears as a signal-intensity void on spin-echo images and high signal intensity on gradient techniques (Fig 17).

**Thrombosis**

CS thrombosis may be secondary to infection of the sinonasal cavities, orbits, and/or the middle third of the face. MR imaging signs of CS thrombosis include changes in signal intensity and/or in the size and contour of the CS. Although subacute
thrombus exhibits high signal intensity on all pulse sequences and is easy to recognize, acute thrombosis may be isointense and difficult to diagnose. Enhancement of the peripheral margins of an enlarged CS may suggest a clot within it. Indirect signs that help to suggest the diagnosis are dilation of the superior ophthalmic veins, exophthalmos, and increased dural enhancement along the lateral border of CS and ipsilateral tentorium (Fig 18).87-89 The presence of sinusitis and appropriate clinical symptoms confirm the diagnosis.
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